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This Wednesday at 4:00 PM EST Canada’s Federal Finance Minister, Bill 
Morneau, will deliver Budget 2017. Two issues are likely to be keeping 
Minister Morneau up at night, the spending commitments from Budget 
2016 and the new political reality south of the border. Both of these 
factors are likely contributing to Budget 2017 being a modest and 
prudent affair. The question Oil & Gas Sustainability Ltd.’s clients have 
been asking is “what does this Budget 2017 mean for Canada’s energy 
industry?”. Budget 2017 is going to be a modest budget with possible 
walk-backs of previous funding announcements, reducing the deficit 
slightly. This, along with the U.S.’ proposed border adjustment tax, are 
likely to create headwinds for growth in Canada’s oil and gas sector.  

1. Budget 2017: Deficit and risk. 

In Budget 2016 a revised approach to child benefits, infrastructure 
funding, industrial innovation, middle class tax cuts, and funding for 
Indigenous Canadians were all announced. All these commitments were 
to be driven by debt financing which would put Canada into the red for 
longer compared to the Liberal Party’s deficit platform. The Liberal 
government campaigned on a pledge to run small deficits and then 
return to a balanced budget. That plan evaporated soon after the 
election, as Ottawa greatly expanded its spending program. Budget 
2017 is expected to show deficits in the $25-$30 billion range over the 
near term (See Figure 1), but be slightly less deficit driven compared to 
Budget 2016.  

This projected federal deficit generates a risk as there is no identified 
“fiscal-anchor”, a point where the deficit is too high and the cost of 
servicing debt can drag Canada’s economic productivity. Add to these 
risks that the 22 March 2017 federal budget will mark the first look at 
Ottawa’s fiscal plans following the U.S. election. Donald Trump’s 
election creates many unknowns, but a few things are likely; it appears 
Canada will be facing a U.S. economy with lower taxes and fewer 
regulations in the years to come. There is also a high likelihood of 
changes to the terms of trade, with “tweaks” coming to NAFTA and a 
potential border-adjustment tax. With all this, the Department of 
Finance views the first half of 2017 as a time to not rock the boat, and 
Wednesday’s budget will very likely reflect that reality. Fiscal prudence 
and hard decisions are likely to be the driving forces of the budget.  

It is important not to catastrophize. While the growing debt and the new 
political reality in the U.S. does create risk, Canada’s federal debt-to-
GDP ratio will remain low relative to other G7 countries. There are also 
policy measures that can manage the impacts of Trump’s administration 
like the reintroduction of a fiscal cushion, a risk adjustment to the 
federal budget to deal with unforeseen costs. 
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  2. The oil and gas industry has a role in generating 
Ottawa’s long-sought fiscal lift. 

Ottawa had projected that Budget 2016 would lift GDP 
growth by about half a percentage point in each of 2016 
and 2017, and there is little evidence that this did/will 
occur. Even with the contextual risks, and slight deficit 
reductions, Budget 2017 will aim to generate a pan-
Canadian GDP lift, and this is likely where Canada’s 
energy industry will play an important role.  

As we noted in our February briefing report (link - 
https://goo.gl/RY4DFs), Canada is adopting a sector-
based approach to growth that acknowledges, but does 
not prioritize, Canada’s energy and renewables industry. 
Innovation is being viewed as a key lever for the energy 
industry to continue contributing to GDP and jobs. 
There are several federal innovation programs, 
processes and frameworks that have been enabled 
through Budget 2016, and with Budget 2017 being more 
modest, full of tough decisions, some of the innovation 
schemes will likely be cut back or see spending delays. 
This will create a headwind for Canada’s energy industry, 
who are counting on Ottawa as a partner for innovation 
programs, challenging the energy industry’s 
contributions to Ottawa’s desired fiscal lift. But these 
tough spending decisions need occur as the Trump 
administration will likely make Canada less competitive, 
relative to the U.S., by reducing U.S. federal taxes, fewer 
regulations and changes to trade. 

Perhaps the biggest unknown for Canada’s energy 
industry competitiveness is the threat of a border 
adjustment tax on oil and gas exported to U.S.. 
According to the National Energy Board over 95% of the 
oil exported from Canada goes the U.S. (link - 
https://goo.gl/L8361L). However the nature of this risk 
remains unclear. 
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While shale oil and gas production in the U.S. has 
dramatically increased, the U.S. is not energy independent 
when it comes to oil. In fact, on any given day, the U.S. 
imports 7-8 million barrels of oil. In order to incent those 
barrels to come to the U.S., the U.S. pays the global price 
for oil. It is possible that the border tax will mean that 
foreign suppliers of oil to the U.S. will continue to receive 
the global price, while U.S. producers will receive a 
premium for producing “oil at home”. Canada is 
disadvantaged in this scenario since the export of Canada’s 
oil is locked-in through North American pipeline 
infrastructure creating a systemic pricing discount, which 
would continue. The nature of the border adjustment tax 
scheme poses a risk to Canada’s budget and the health of 
Canada’s oil and gas industry. Canada’s energy industry 
could be an important contributor to Canada’s fiscal lift, but 
innovation cutbacks and border adjustment taxes need to 
be handled thoughtfully while enacting Budget 2017.   
 
3. Engaging Ottawa on outcomes.  
 
The federal government in Canada is following the tenants 
of “deliverology” (link - https://goo.gl/GRkSXe) where 
defining and generating desired outcomes matters more 
than a focus on activities and policy mechanisms. The oil 
and gas industry is very likely to have some strong opinions 
on Budget 2017 and communicating next steps in Ottawa 
should be framed through discussion on Canada-wide 
outcomes. The federal government remains committed to 
the Pan-Canadian climate framework and continues to put 
forward a world-class effort on reconciling energy 
production and consumption with climate change 
ambitions. Engaging Ottawa in tough fiscal times will 
require a sustained and structured discussion with clear 
definitions of success and the outcomes of this success for 
all of Canada. This discussion is no small feat as Canada’s 
largest customer for oil is also a leading source of risk and 
uncertainty for the industry’s near-term.  
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FIGURE 1: Budgetary 
balances, historic and 
projected 
 
UNITS: Billion dollars 
CAD 
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